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Answer: B
Explanation:
If an organization wants to use a cloud service for BCDR, the
location of the cloud hosting becomes a very important security
consideration due to regulations and jurisdiction, which could
be dramatically different from the organization's normal
hosting locations. Availability is a hallmark of any cloud
service provider, and likely will not be a prime consideration
when an organization is considering using a cloud for BCDR; the
same goes for self-service options.
Resource pooling is common among all cloud systems and would
not be a concern when an organization is dealing with the
provisioning of resources during a disaster.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Assuming that the code below has been placed inside a file
named code.py and executed successfully, which of the following
expressions evaluate to True? (Select two answers)
A. len(ClassB.__bases__) == 1
B. str(Object) == 'Object'
C. ClassA. _module_ == 'ClassA'
D. _name == _main_'
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
When handling computer evidence, an investigator should
A. Neither a or b
B. Make any changes to the evidence that will further the
investigation.
C. Avoid making any changes to the original evidence.
D. Both a and b
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A heterogeneous network of vendors and device types needs
automating for better efficiency and to enable future automated
testing. The network consists of switches, routers, firewalls
and load balancers from different vendors, however they all
support the NETCONF/RESTCONF configuration standards and the
YAML models with every feature the business requires. The
business is looking for a buy versus build solution because
they cannot dedicate engineering resources, and they need
configuration diff and rollback functionality from day 1.
Which configuration management for automation tooling is needed
for this solution?

A. Terraform
B. Ansible and NSO
C. Ansible and Terraform
D. Ansible
E. NSO
Answer: B
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